
CAUTIONARY NOTICE 

  
News releases, presentations and public commentary made by SolGold plc          
(the “Company”) and its Officers may contain certain statements and          
expressions of belief, expectation or opinion which are forward looking          
statements, and which relate, inter alia, to interpretations of exploration results           
to date and the Company’s proposed strategy, plans and objectives or to the             
expectations or intentions of the Company’s Directors. Such forward-looking         
and interpretative statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties         
and other important factors beyond the control of the Company that could            
cause the actual performance or achievements of the Company to be           
materially different from such interpretations and forward-looking statements.  
 
Accordingly, the reader should not rely on any interpretations or          
forward-looking statements; and save as required by the exchange rules of           
TSX and LSE for companies or by applicable laws, the Company does not             
accept any obligation to disseminate any updates or revisions to such           
interpretations or forward-looking statements. The Company may reinterpret        
results to date as the status of its assets and projects changes with time              
expenditure, metals prices and other affecting circumstances. 
 
The Company and its officers do not endorse, or reject or otherwise comment             
on the conclusions, interpretations or views expressed in press articles or           
third-party analysis, and where possible aims to circulate all available material           
on its website.  
 
The Company recognises that the term "World Class" is subjective and for the             
purpose of the Company’s projects the Company considers the drilling results           
at the growing Alpala Porphyry Copper Gold Deposit at its Cascabel Project to             
represent intersections of a "World Class" deposit on the basis of           
comparisons with other drilling intersections from "World Class" deposits         
tabulated in Table 1 , some of which have become, or are becoming,            



producing mines and on the basis of available independent opinions which           
may be referenced to define the term “World Class” (or “Tier 1”). 

 
Table 1: Globally significant drilling results for copper and gold deposits. This table has              
been reviewed by Mr James Gilbertson of SRK Exploration Services Ltd., the            
Company's independent consultant and "Qualified Person", and does not purport to be            
exhaustive. 
The Company considers that "World Class" deposits are rare, very large, long            
life, low cost, and are responsible for approximately half of total global metals             
production. "World Class" deposits are generally accepted as deposits of a           
size and quality that create multiple expansion opportunities, and have or are            
likely to demonstrate robust economics that ensure development irrespective         
of position within the global commodity cycles, or whether or not the deposit             
has been fully drilled out, or a feasibility study completed. 



Standards drawn from industry experts (1Singer and Menzie, 2010; 2Schodde,          
2006; 3Schodde and Hronsky, 2006; 4Singer, 1995; 5Laznicka, 2010) have          
characterised "World Class" deposits at prevailing commodity prices. The         
relevant criteria for "World Class" deposits, adjusted to current long run           
commodity prices, are considered to be those holding or likely to hold more             
than 5 million tonnes of copper and/or more than 6 million ounces of gold with               
a modelled net present value of greater than USD 1 Billion. 
 
The Company cautions that the Cascabel Project remains an early exploration           
stage project at this time. Despite the relatively high copper and gold grades             
over long intersections and broad areas, and widespread surface         
mineralization discovered at the Cascabel Project to date, much of which has            
still not yet been drill tested, the Company has yet to prepare an initial mineral               
resource estimate at the Cascabel Project and any development or mining           
potential for the project remains speculative. There is inherent uncertainty          
relating to any project at an exploration stage, prior to the determination of a              
mineral resource estimate, preliminary economic assessment, pre-feasibility       
study and/or feasibility study. There is no certainty that future results will yield             
the results seen to date or that the project will continue to be considered to               
contain a "World Class" deposit. Accordingly, past exploration results may not           
be predictive of future exploration results. 
 
From the drilling results at the growing Alpala Porphyry Copper Gold Deposit            
(only) within the Cascabel Project, the Company considers the deposit to have            
significant resource potential and the data gathered has provided the basis for            
the estimation of an exploration target over the area drilled to date. Initial 3D              
modelling and grade shell interpolants have outlined an approximate         
exploration target at Alpala that ranges from 729Mt at 1.06% copper           
equivalent, using a cut-off grade of 0.4% copper equivalent, to 969Mt at            
0.92% copper equivalent, using a cut-off grade of 0.3% copper equivalent.           
These estimates equate to an endowment of between 7.7-8.9Mt of contained           
copper equivalent ( Figure A ). 



 
Figure A : Exploration target over the area drilled to date. Initial 3D modelling and grade               
shell interpolants have outlined an approximate exploration target at Alpala that ranges            
from 729Mt at 1.06% copper equivalent, using a cut-off grade of 0.4% copper             
equivalent, to 969Mt at 0.92% copper equivalent, using a cut-off grade of 0.3% copper              
equivalent. These estimates equate to an endowment of between 7.7-8.9Mt of           
contained copper equivalent. Low-tonnage, very high-grade Exploration Targets also         
exist at elevated cut-off grades of 0.7% and 1.0% copper equivalent (Lower Insets             
below). 

 



 
Copper equivalent grades used are calculated using a gold conversion factor           
of 0.63, determined using a copper price of USD 3.00/pound and a gold price              
of USD 1300/ounce. Drill hole intercepts are calculated using a data           
aggregation method, defined by copper equivalent cut-off grades and reported          
with up to 10m internal dilution, excluding bridging to a single sample. True             
widths of down hole intersections are estimated to be approximately 25-50%. 
The Company cautions that the potential quantity and grade ranges          
(exploration target) disclosed above for the Alpala Porphyry Copper Gold          
Deposit within the Cascabel Project is conceptual in nature, and there has            
been insufficient exploration to define a mineral resource, and the Company is            
uncertain if further exploration will result in the exploration target being           
delineated within a mineral resource estimate. 
On this basis, the reference to the Cascabel Project as “World Class” (or "Tier              
1") is considered to be appropriate. Examples of global copper and gold            
discoveries since 2006 that are generally considered to be "World Class" are            
summarised in Table 2 . 
  



 
Table 2: Tier 1 global copper and gold discoveries since 2006. This table does not               
purport to be exhaustive exclusive or definitive. 
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